following quotation?"Dr. Hacket states, when I visited the hospital at Trinidad, I admitted the similarity of their practice to my own. Now this is a mistake, for I knew from the rate of the previous mortality that there must have been some radical error in their practice; I saw clearly what this was and pointed it out to Mr. Greatrex." And again,?" from the beginning of that year, and up to the middle of August, it is a fact that the Royals alone lost in that hospital upwards of forty men from fever ; it is now generally, 1 believe, admitted, that the blood is a living fluid, and if so it must then, like every thing else that possesses life, be subject to disease. It is also true that the mortality ceased only from the moment that I had not only directed their attention particularly to the circumstance, that in the fever which they had to contend with, the diseased state of the blood was the chief cause of death, but pointed out the means by which they might greatly lessen the mortality by preventing those fatal changes in the vital current, which are in reality, in these fevers, the great cause of death. It is also true that, from that period they scarcely lost even a case of fever, except the three men already mentioned, which men had been beyond all redemption before they were admitted, and the other two men who died on the very day they were brought in. But I know well what their practice was both before and after the middle of August, 1828, and I know the result. I know also what these unnecessary measures were which I had not recommended, and which they unnecessarily combined with the saline treatment, apparently for the purpose of taking to themselves as much of the credit as they possibly could. They knew however of all these other measures to which they allude, previous to my visit, yet they allowed the mortality to continue up to that very period;
but I shall afterwards prove, that some of these measures were too insignificant to have had any effect on the result while others, but particularly the hot-bath, were not merely inert, but actually improper, but above all when employed at the period at which they used it."
As to the first quotation, viz. that there must have been some radical error in the practice, and that he pointed it out to Mr. Greatrex?this appears to me exactly on a par with the general tone and hardy assertion, that Dr. Stevens never hesitates to indulge in -r yet all which I am compelled to say, in point of fact, is utterly unfounded,?it is utterly; 5/9 impossible that any such observations as he states could have been made by him to Mr. Greatrex?because, in the first place, had such been actualhj made it would undoubtedly have been stated to me the following day, when Mr. Greatrex informed me of the learned gentleman's hypothesis of an acid in the blood ! He assuredly then would have informed me of those errors in our practice pointed so "clearly out" to him, instead of telling me that Dr. Stevens approved, (notwithstanding all he now asserts to the contrary) highly of our practice, and was struck with the similarity of it to his own, and which, by the bye, en passant, I would now have the learned Doctor to know, I consider no compliment; at all events, as regards the conversation, I can only say for myself, these errors of practice, if they be errors of practice, (for the ipse dixit of Dr. Stevens now can have but little weight with practical men) were never stated to me :?again, I say, it was utterly impossible for him to have pointed out to Mr. Greatrex the errors of that practice which produced the previous mortality; for there was no record of it shewn to him ; this did not arise from design but from mere accident, for it so happened, that the registers of our practice shewn to him only embraced the period of Mr. Greatrex's being in charge; he having joined the garrison but a few weeks before. And it will be seen by the following extract from General Orders, that Mr. Greatrex had not been previously at Trinidad, and consequently had nothing whatever to do with the previous practice, the errors of which, though " so clearly seen," it seems by the intuitive talent and vivid imagination of Dr. Stevens, for he had no other data whatever to go on, could not therefore, I say, be pointed out to Mr. Greatrex, either as regarding the past or as immediately affecting himself; and further, although the learned gentleman, with his accustomed hardihood, asserts otherwise, yet I solemnly declare, with the exception of using his nostrum, and which I now regret I ever sanctioned being used, for how highly held in estimation will hereafter be stated, there was no deviation whatever in our practice, though " its errors had been so clearly pointed out" since first fixed and permanently established about the middle of July, 1828, to the remotest period of our continuance at Trinidad, notwithstanding all Dr. Stevens asserts to the contrary, though absent himself some thousands of miles from its application.
Head Quarters, Barbadoes, 11 th June, 1828. " No. 7, Assistant-Surgeon Greatrex, of the Royal Regiment, will proceed from Barbadoes by a similar conveyance to Trinidad."
Mr. Greatrex, in compliance with the above order, joined about the 24th of June; it will therefore be seen, he could not have been at Trinidad but a very short period previous to Dr. Stevens' visit To revert again to the "art" Dr. Stevens discovers in my using the term "soda," &c. I utterly disclaim the accusation. I made use of the term of the base for his compound without really any precise or defined intention, more than to mark, perhaps, a certain degree of contempt for the boasted hypothesis, and the remedy founded on it, and so vaunted as a specific in fever, its author giving in support of it imaginary, at least, let us say, dissection reports, assuming therefrom false premises, and arguing from them as established facts. Let it also be remembered, however designated occasionally by me, that the actual composition of his "sodaic mixture" was fully stated: and, as "a rose will smell as sweet by any other name," I fancy the virtue of his nostrum was not rendered the less potent by the term I happened to give it! I have, therefore, no right to be taxed with unfairness or art on that account. In the "display of my deep research," I recently availed myself of the published opinion of Dr. Paris, on the principle of curing disease through the medium of chemical action, or, now let me add, mechanical action on the blood; for I consider the principle of both exactly alike?a principle, be it remembered, as old as the hills ; and a principle, be it also borne in mind, abandoned, because of the mortality produced by acting on such a truly fanciful hypothesis ; yet, I might almost say, this very identical principle, (for the one is to destroy by chemical agency the presumed excess of a something the blood might have become injured by; the other mechanically to supply the deficiency of a constituent, equally presumed, it has become deficient of) in fact, the humoral pathology is at this time of day, after the quietus of a century, brought forward to give ecl&t and celebrity to its author! Having, I trust, fully replied to all Dr. Stevens has advanced in support of his pretensions, it now remains for me to remark on the " God bless him for it" evidence of the letter brought forward to substantiate the learned gentleman's claim, and, without meaning to advert to the folly of calling in vulgar opinion as corroborative of medical success in the treatment of disease, using that term to designate those who give opinions on professional points with which they are totally, and, I might say, necessarily unacquainted, but knowing the person alluded to, to be "a plain blunt man," whose habits, since I have known him, lay diametrically opposed to professional rules or pursuits, and who had nothing whatever to do with the hospital, or the treatment of its inmates, or, in truth, interested himself in any way practically on the subject, I am at a loss to know There seems to me a tinsel display of scientific research strikingly observable in the history of the Doctor's hypothesis, which I am induced here to take notice of, however foreign it may have been to my previous intention to do so. Even in the prefatory page of his " Observations on the Blood," we find it in the dissection report he has indulged us with, the most minute examination, it seems, of the ablest anatomist of those who died of his fever, could not detect any lesion of structure in any part sufficient to account for death, till, says he, "we examined the state of the once vital fluid, which, in both cavities of the heart, is equally black, and in the whole vascular system all distinction between arterial (ay, in the dead subject too!!! credat Judeus) and venous blood is lost." Here, then, by this scientific author's account, the enigma is at once solved, and thus these fluid appearances in death are made to explain the cause of death itself. The secret is now out?from the acute discernment of the learned gentleman's discovery, with perceptions peculiar entirely to himself, and not within the pale of vision of the whole of the tropical practitioners 
